SHARING WHAT WE’VE LEARNED AND CELEBRATING
25 YEARS OF ENVIRONMENTAL MILESTONES

We opened the foundation’s doors in 1995, with

A MESSAGE FROM THE BRAINERD TRUSTEES

the purpose of protecting the air, land, and water

The story of the Brainerd Foundation
begins in Southern Oregon, where
we were born and raised.

of a region that includes Alaska, British Columbia,
Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Washington (plus
the Yukon Territory for a few years).
From the beginning, we were determined to make
the biggest possible impact with our time, energy,
relationships, and resources. Among other things,

Our family owned and operated Brainerd’s Studio and

Location of the Brainerd’s camera shop (dark brown building
on the right).

this meant not following the traditional formula

Camera Shop in Medford, a town of 15,000 people. Running

We had a cabin in the national forest at Diamond

year. In 2008, we decided to become a limited life

Lake where we spent many days each summer. As

foundation. At the end of 2020, after twenty-five

kids, we were free to roam the woods, exploring

years of work, we are sunsetting. By not holding

the streams and trails and encountering the wild

our family was not wealthy, the importance of giving was

back, we have been able to support truly inspiring

creatures that lived there. The experiences we

people in every part of the region who have

deeply instilled in both of us from a young age.

had growing up in that special place gave each of

worked so hard to protect the air we breathe, the

us a lifelong interest in the environment.

water we drink, and the places we all love.

a small business in a close-knit community meant knowing
our neighbors and helping others in times of need. Although

of giving away only five percent of our assets each

In the following pages, we share stories about
what we learned, the milestones we celebrated,
and the people who have made the work of this
foundation possible.
We are grateful to all of the people who have
been a part of our story, and we are so very proud
A few decades later, each of us started companies
in the tech world—Sherry in the research and
medical fields and Paul in publishing. With a

of all that has been accomplished.
–Paul and Sherry

background in journalism, Paul founded the Aldus
Corporation, which revolutionized the publishing
industry with its signature product, PageMaker.
The success of the company gave Paul the
freedom to turn his time and attention back to
his love of nature, kindled in our early childhood
in the forests of southern Oregon. When Paul
founded the Brainerd Foundation with proceeds
from the sale of Aldus, he turned to Sherry to help
Sherry and Paul with their dad at Diamond Lake, Oregon.

steer the work.
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Focus

When he decided to start a foundation, one of

After our first decade of grantmaking, we stepped

the first things Paul Brainerd did was get in his car

back and took stock of our efforts. We developed

and hit the road. He wanted to meet the people

a theory of how change happens to sharpen

who were fighting to protect special places all over

our thinking about how we could assess our

the Northwest. Traveling to communities across

impact. This gave us the discipline to narrow our

the region, he met with people in their offices, at

programmatic focus and refine our priorities.

their kitchen tables, and during walks in the woods.

We phased out our support of some long-time

As a former journalist, Paul asked hard questions

grantees, not because they weren’t doing good

about what they were trying to accomplish and the

work, but because we realized that we were

obstacles they faced. When he got back to Seattle,

getting spread too thin.

he knew that it would be easy to get spread too thin.
A foundation starting with $35 million working in five
states and one Canadian province would need to be

From the very beginning, we used a

very thoughtful about how it focused its efforts.

variety of tools to guide decisions. …

How do you focus when there are so many

After digesting all of the expert advice

places threatened and so many people who need

we could find, we trusted our gut and

support? From the very beginning, we used a
variety of tools—combining art and science—

made hard choices.

to guide our decisions. We turned to scientists
who understood conservation biology and could
help us identify the places where we could make

As the clock ticked toward 2020, our focus

the biggest difference. We turned to economists

narrowed even further. We set our sights

to understand the pressures on the people who

on the future and considered what we

lived there, and to local experts and elected

could do to prepare our grantees and their

officials to decipher the political lay of the land.

partners for our exit. We helped leaders bring

After digesting all of the advice we could find,

their organizations more fully into the 21st

we trusted our guts and made hard choices.

century, adapting their cultures, structures,

With a mission to safeguard the air, land, and
water of the Northwest, we focused the
foundation’s resources on protecting endangered
ecosystems, strengthening state and provinciallevel policies, and building the capacity of
conservation groups in the region. We spent time
on the ground, getting to know the people doing
the work and understanding what they needed
to be successful. And we took what Paul described
as a 30,000 foot view, to see where our support
could be most helpful.
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WHAT WE LEARNED

and strategies to meet the demands of our
rapidly changing world (see page 6). Because
we understood the importance of leadership
(see page 8), we increased our investments in
emerging leaders. And finally, recognizing the
funding gap that our departure would leave,
we launched an initiative to strengthen the
next generation of conservation philanthropists
(see page 12).
Photos: Top: Oregon’s Metolius River. Bottom: The Institute
for Journalism and Natural Resources visits the High Divide
(see next page).
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Mind

the

Gap

It’s hard to forget the sight of large animal

migratory corridor for growing populations of

land. It also called attention to a place that was

involvement could bolster important work that

vertebrae poking out of piles of decomposing

wildlife traveling between the protected areas,

not a priority for others, and helped attract more

was being overlooked. But these weren’t the only

organic matter—piles that towered over us as

but it was largely overlooked by conservation

investment and supporters, public and private.

gaps we sought to fill.

we sheepishly walked along the dirt paths of

groups and foundations because it was

We are proud to say that this project now serves

the large mammal composting facility. Believe

predominantly privately owned land.

as a model of community collaboration.

it or not, this operation was a highlight of our
site visit to the Blackfoot Valley in Montana,
and an integral part of our program to protect
ecologically significant lands in the more rural
parts of our funding region.

saw the opportunity to fill a gap in a larger body
of work. We supported collaborative efforts

world instilled in us the importance of giving
people the tools and support they needed

We decided to invest in this area—which soon
became known as the High Divide—because we

Paul and Sherry’s background in the business

Our commitment to building the
capacity of organizations in our

to really make a difference. Some groups
desperately needed help with communications
and marketing, others needed coaching and

between ranchers who had raised cattle on

region meant that we filled a lot

leadership development, and still others needed

A few years earlier, when we decided to narrow

the land for generations, and conservationists

economic analyses or scientific assessments.

the number of places where we would invest,

who wanted to see healthy populations of

of gaps and gave people the ability

we asked conservation biologists to help

wildlife (including grizzly bears) travel safely

to make better use of their time,

Our commitment to building the capacity of

us understand where our foundation could

across these private lands. The compost facility

energy, and resources.

organizations in our region meant that we filled

make a meaningful difference. They pointed

was one element of a multi-faceted strategy to

to a swath of land in Montana and Idaho

reduce conflicts between ranchers and wildlife.

that sat between two large protected areas:

Our early investments helped put this area on

From our foundation’s earliest days, our trustees

Yellowstone to the east and the Salmon-Selway

the map, protecting it in a way that respects

looked for things that were missing. For our

Ecosystem to the west. This was an important

the different ways people and animals use the

place-based program, this meant working

better use of their time, energy, and resources.

in places like the High Divide, where our
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a lot of gaps and gave people the ability to make

Photos: Bottom left: The Blackfoot Valley’s carcass
composting facility. Middle left: Marilyn and Jim Powers
and their grandson were part of an innovative program
to reduce carnivore-livestock conflicts in Antelope Basin,
on the Beaverhead–Deer Lodge National Forest.
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It was late 2008 when the phone started

allocate resources differently. Shifting social

ringing. Barack Obama had just been elected

norms were affecting organizational cultures

thanks in no small part to digital organizing tools

and posing new challenges for leaders. And as

that were new to many of us. Some of our most

organizational priorities were realigned to address

savvy grantees were asking for help as they tried

new opportunities, the structures of institutions,

to keep up with changing technology and navigate

coalitions, and campaigns were changing.

the new landscape of social media. They were

AND

wondering what these changes meant for the way
they communicated with decision-makers and
engaged their supporters. We had many of the
same questions.

and learn. Our grantees asked for support to
experiment, to try things that were untested;
they wanted permission to fail without the risk
of losing their funding.

communications technologies and what kind

communications and others who were open to
new ways of working. We knew what questions
we wanted to explore, but we didn’t know where
the answers would lead.

Some of the things we invested in were
modest and tactical, such as new digital tools
and outreach techniques. Other investments
sought to untangle perplexing questions,
like finding common ground between urban
environmentalists and conservative rural
communities. And still others sought to

At the end of the gathering, a series of small

fundamentally transform the way organizations

grants enabled groups to get expert advice

did their work through collaborative efforts like

tailored to each of their own organizations.

the mobilization center in Alaska.

Recognizing the value of peer-to-peer learning, we
asked everyone to come back the following year
to share what happened.
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our time together to pause, reflect, take stock,

about how they were responding to changing

were ahead of the curve when it came to

Our grantees asked for support to experiment, to try things that

our annual convenings with grantees. We used

We brought together a group of grantees to talk

of help they needed. We invited people who

We used our time together to pause, reflect, take stock, and learn.

These were some of the issues we explored in

Each gathering began with conversations about
specific challenges groups were wrestling with, the
different ideas they were testing, and how things

This was the beginning of a decade-long

were turning out. The conversations deepened

experiment in learning with—and from—our

over the years, as trust and relationships grew.

grantees. What started as a conversation about
communications and engagement evolved into

By listening to our grantees in a setting that
supported curiosity and candor, we learned

were untested; they wanted permission to fail without the risk of

something much bigger.

losing their funding.

The widespread adoption of social media was

ourselves and our grantees opportunities to learn,

changing the way organizations interacted

permission to stumble, and the support they

with their supporters and requiring them to

needed to try again.

WHAT WE LEARNED

how to be more effective partners. We gave

7

Serious injury in 1976 put a damper on Dave

The work of our foundation has been all about

president as he signed the bill, Rick and Mike

We’ve supported established leaders like Dave,

Willis’ days as a mountain climber, but it did not

finding people who have the ability to make

celebrated a Wilderness—and a friendship—

Rick, and Polly, and also emerging leaders,

prevent him from devoting much of the next

a difference and investing in their leadership.

that had been decades in the making. Rick

because leadership can come from all levels of

four decades of his life to fighting to protect

We’ve looked for people like Dave—people with

has shown us the power of leadership that is

an organization. And we’ve provided support not

an ecological wonderland at the crossroads of

a fire in their bellies and an understanding of

passionate, strategic, and pragmatic.

only when things were good, but perhaps more

the Cascade, Klamath, and Siskiyou ecoregions.

what is needed to make change, people who

Traveling by horseback, he guided reporters,

listen as much as they talk and have an ability

elected officials, and many others through the

to bring others along.

landscape, showing them what would be lost
if the bulldozers and chainsaws were allowed
in. He was the force behind the designation
of the Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument
in 2000, the Soda Mountain Wilderness in
2009, and the Monument’s expansion in 2017.
Opponents of these protections have fought
hard to undermine these gains, but Dave’s Soda
Mountain Wilderness Council and partners have
so far prevailed every time. Under the current
administration, this area is again at risk, but
Dave is still going strong, continuing to lead with
persistence, tenacity, and resilience.
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Sometimes true leadership means creating
space for new leaders. In Alaska, Polly Carr has

importantly, when the going got rough.

worn many hats; she led the Alaska Youth for

The work of our foundation has

Not every place or challenge calls for the same

Environmental Action and is now at the helm

kind of leader. Coming out of the trenches of

of the Alaska Center and its sister education

been all about finding people who

the highly contentious spotted owl fight, Rick

fund. Although her job requires her to be in the

Johnson tried a different approach when he took

front of the room, Polly consistently shines the

the reins of the Idaho Conservation League. He

spotlight on others, bringing new voices to the

focused on building relationships with unlikely

table and asking hard questions about how the

As we sunset, we are seeing a generational shift

allies, including Congressman Mike Simpson,

work can be done more intentionally. Polly’s

in the leadership of many organizations. As

a conservative Republican. Many years later,

commitment to creating a more just world—

senior leaders pass the baton, we are inspired

Simpson became the champion who achieved

combined with her collaborative approach, her

by the talent and vision we see in those who are

what no one else could. He stood up to members

vision and drive, and her humility—is shaping

stepping up—people who also have a fire in their

of his own party and got the Boulder–White

the future of conservation advocacy in Alaska.

bellies and the talents and skills that are right for

Clouds Wilderness designation across the finish

have the ability to make a difference
and investing in their leadership.

this time and place.

line. In 2015, standing side-by-side behind the
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Washington is proud to be the Evergreen

on a shared strategy was more effective than

State, with an abundance of breathtaking natural

competing with each other for the spotlight.

resources and an even greater abundance
of passionate environmental
groups. Nearly two decades ago,
environmental leaders were
frustrated by the lack of progress
they were making on state-level
policies. They stepped back and
asked policy-makers why they
weren’t winning. What they learned was eyeopening: legislators wanted to be environmental
champions, but the advocates were getting in
the way.
There were so many different organizations asking
for so many different policies, very few of the bills
had enough momentum to get over the finish
line. Legislators were confused when they heard
competing messages from different lobbyists—
and the infighting within the green lobby
made them wary of carrying bills that might
be attacked by other environmental groups.

in the Northwest required an unprecedented
level of collaboration and credit-sharing among
organizations. As alliances were built to advance
equitable climate policies in Washington,
environmental leaders put the people who would
be most directly affected by climate policies at the
center of their coalition. This approach is changing
the way leaders are thinking about how they will
engage partners in the future.
Our early investments in priorities coalitions in
Washington and elsewhere opened our eyes to
a different way of supporting policy change. Most
environmental funders specialize in one or more
policy issues, like forests or climate or water. Our
priority was to build the will of policy-makers to
protect all of these things. By investing in the
infrastructure that supported the Environmental
Priorities Coalition, we helped advance a strategy
that made all of the coalition partners more

process for elevating a small number of “must

successful. And their track record of success made

pass” priorities to take to legislators each year.

more elected officials want to become

They agreed to put their collective muscle

champions on environmental

behind these shared priorities, coordinating their

priorities. It was a game changer for

communications to activists and decision-makers.

groups in our region, and one of

And then they began winning. The model worked

our most powerful investments.

across the rest of the country.

Private foundations can’t earmark
funds to influence legislation or directly

Nothing about this was easy. It took time and

support lobbying activities. But they can provide

patience to develop a fair selection process,

general operating funds for organizations that

groups on a shared strategy was more effective than

discipline to stick to just a few proposals, and

are working to advance environmental policies.

competing with each other for the spotlight.

resources to coordinate. And—perhaps most

And they can encourage their grantees to reflect

importantly—it required organizational leaders to

on their effectiveness, try new approaches, and

understand that collaborating with other groups

partner with others to increase their impact.

leaders to understand that collaborating with other
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fossil fuel industry from expanding its operations

So, environmental leaders came up with a

so well, it spread to other parts of our region and

Nothing about this was easy....it required organizational

Years later, the successful campaigns to stop the

11

It was the mid-1990s and personal computers,

Our foundations had common programmatic

email, and the internet were all relatively new.

interests and similar approaches to philanthropy.

With limited budgets and little experience with

We made a point of hiring staff with direct

technology, most of the small grassroots groups

experience in the field as former advocates,

that we wanted to support were relying on phone

campaigners, and non-profit leaders. This gave us

trees and fax machines to communicate. Even

an understanding of the challenges our grantees

the most established and well-funded groups

faced and a deep commitment to get on the

were struggling to figure out how to make use of

ground to see what was happening up close. By

emerging tools. Given Paul Brainerd’s experience

pooling our knowledge and keeping each other

with technology, it was natural for us to want to

informed, we were able to make smarter grants.

help groups modernize their communications.

As our group of like-minded funder colleagues

But a foundation of our size couldn’t possibly

grew, so did our commitment to work

tackle a challenge as vast as this alone. So, we

collaboratively. We met regularly to share

pooled our resources with the Bullitt Foundation

information about the organizations and

and launched a new organization called ONE/NW

campaigns we all supported. We flagged issues

(Online Networking for the Environment, NW; later

of concern, like leadership transitions and budget

called Groundwire) to help organizations across

shortfalls, and coordinated additional support

our region plug into the internet and use the tools

when it was most needed. When the financial

and technology they needed to be successful.

markets dropped in 2009, we sent a collective

This collaboration happened in our first year
of operations, and it taught us the importance

missive to all of our grantees with ideas and advice
to help them prepare for the economic downturn.

of partnering with other funders. With our

Over the past twenty-five years, our relationships

headquarters in Seattle, we were in close

with fellow funders strengthened our programs,

proximity not only to the Bullitt Foundation, but to

increased the impact of our grant dollars, and

a number of other small family foundations that

made our lives richer.

shared our passions and priorities.

The Northwest Conservation Philanthropy Fellowship
In 2012, we partnered with Social Venture

deeply into environmental issues. Each

in environmental issues. Many have

The impact of the Northwest Conservation

Partners (an organization conceived of by

participant developed a theory of change

collaborated with each other and shared

Philanthropy Fellowship has gone well

Paul Brainerd) to create the Northwest

for their philanthropy, and by the end,

information—much as our foundation has

beyond the numbers, but the numbers are

Conservation Philanthropy Fellowship, a

made a significant financial contribution

with other like-minded funders. Many have

impressive. By the time the foundation

program designed for individuals with the

to an organization in line with those goals.

joined boards and become deeply involved in

closes, eight cohorts of fellows will have

resources and passion to become significant

And in an unexpected development, their

environmental organizations and campaigns,

graduated from this program, and the

environmental philanthropists. Each year,

journey hasn’t stopped there; the fellows

and some have even traveled together to

annual giving of its seventy graduates will

a new cohort of eight to twelve participants

have kept in touch over time and continued

other parts of our region to expand and

have grown to exceed the average annual

spent a few months together delving

to increase their giving and engagement

deepen their learning.

grantmaking of our foundation.
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Voting Matters

When Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi took

the land we cherish, and the water that sustains

the stage at the 2019 League of Conservation

us. A key to their strength is the support they

Voters annual Capital Dinner, she thanked the

receive from the national League of Conservation

nearly eight hundred people assembled for

Voters and the network of affiliated organizations

their advocacy and partnership in protecting our

in more than thirty states.

planet. Her very presence spoke volumes about
the clout of the conservation leaders in the room.
Later that evening, when Conservation Voters for
Idaho received a prestigious leadership award,
the state’s Republican governor, Brad Little,
turned heads when he praised the group for its
effectiveness and work on clean energy.

We invested deeply in conservation voter groups,
because when they are successful, the entire
environmental community becomes more
powerful. Organizations that focus on voter
education use sophisticated strategies and
tactics to educate the public, engage voters, and
communicate with elected officials. Their skills

The election of a Republican governor in Idaho

and tools complement the science and policy

who was unafraid to acknowledge climate change

expertise of their partners at the local, state, and

and boldly support clean energy did not happen

national level. Across the Northwest, conservation

by accident. It was an achievement that was

voter groups are building political muscle and an

years in the making, reflecting the increasing

impressive track record of success.

political savvy of conservation leaders in the state.
By 2019, in spite of being the most politically
conservative state in our region, Idaho had

We’ve invested deeply in conservation

become one of the places where real progress

voter groups, because when they are

was being made.
When we first started traveling around the
Northwest, everywhere we went we heard that

successful, the entire environmental
community becomes more powerful.

the public shared the values of conservation
groups; people wanted to protect their air, land,

At this time in our country’s history, the

and water. And yet, year after year, voters elected

importance of this work cannot be overstated. We

people who didn’t share those values.

can’t have a healthy environment if we don’t have

At the time, environmental leaders talked a lot
about science and policy, but stayed away from
politics. Over the past two decades, the picture
has changed dramatically. Now, a powerful

14 WHAT WE LEARNED

a healthy democracy. Conservation voter groups
are protecting our democracy by improving access
to voting, expanding the electorate, educating
voters, and holding elected officials accountable.

network of conservation voter groups spans the

Private foundations cannot engage in political

entire country, and some of the most effective of

campaigns, but we can and must support the

these are in the Northwest. These organizations

critical work of protecting our democracy. This is

make sure people understand the connection

our imperative if we are going to have any hope of

between voting and protecting the air we breathe,

protecting this planet that we call home.
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When the Cuyahoga River in Cleveland caught

The events that inspired this commitment pale in

and everything we care about depends on us.

people fighting to protect what they care about.

fire a half century ago, it was one of several events

comparison to what is happening right now. The

Now is the time for us to be bolder than we have

We’ve seen what can be done when passionate,

that sparked a public outcry so loud and urgent

planet is literally on fire, rising waters are forcing

ever been before.

committed people stand up and step forward.

that it moved our country’s leaders to take bold

people from their homes, and species all over the

action. In the years that followed, members of

world are at risk of extinction.

Twenty-five years ago, when the foundation was

The urgency today is greater than ever before.

created, we set out to make the biggest possible

As a foundation, we have done all that we can to

Those who hold the levers of power in our

impact with the resources we had. We invested

prepare for what lies ahead. Now it is our time to

nation’s capital are choosing to be deaf and blind

deeply in the people and places where we felt we

pass the baton.

to what is happening around us. Instead of acting

could make the biggest difference. And when we

to protect life on the planet, they are aggressively

made the decision to sunset, we did so believing

trying to dismantle the laws, regulations, and

that the challenges we faced were too urgent to

institutions designed to protect us.

hold back.

This moment in our country’s history demands

The milestones we record on these pages

that we can, in every way that we can, to protect

that we all stand up for our values and fight with

describe some of the remarkable achievements

this planet that sustains us. We urge you to join us:

everything we have. Our lives, our children’s lives,

of our grantees and their partners; they are

dig deep, be bold, and don’t hold back.

Congress from both sides of the aisle joined
together to enact powerful new laws to protect
our air, land, and water. These laws established
our country as a global leader in protecting
the environment.
Five decades have passed since the National
Environmental Policy Act, the Endangered Species
Act, and the Clean Air and Clean Water Acts
became the bedrock of our country’s commitment
to protect our environment.

At the end of 2020, the work of our foundation
officially ends. But this foundation, like the
organizations we have supported, is made up of
individual people. Each of us will continue to do all

a testament to the hard work and tenacity of

Lawyers hold the line
Our country’s bedrock environmental

bedrock laws have held firm, thanks to the

of brilliant legal minds who are fighting every

other regional public interest environmental

laws—and the scores of policies that have

persistence of the advocates and lawyers

attempt to weaken, defy, ignore, and willfully

law organizations work tirelessly to uphold

been created in the decades since they were

dedicated to their defense.

misconstrue our environmental laws.

and enforce these laws—and they are succeeding

When the history of this era is written, we

Our neighbors across the border in Canada

will owe a debt of gratitude to those who

are fighting hard to enact and enforce laws

We urge those reading this to remember that

fight every day to hold the line against people

as powerful as ours have been. And across

the air we breathe, the land we cherish, and

who believe they are above the law. National

our region, lawyers at Trustees for Alaska,

the water that sustains us depend on these

organizations like Earthjustice have teams

Advocates for the West, Crag Law Center, and

laws and the people who defend them.

established—provide the basis for thousands
of decisions that determine how our air, land,
and water are safeguarded. Those who feel
constrained by these restrictions have sought
to undermine these laws for decades. Yet our
16 WHAT WE LEARNED

in the overwhelming majority of cases.
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25 years of Milestones

1

From 1995–2020, we invested more than $65 million and supported
over 500 organizations working to protect the air, land, and water of our
region. We met remarkable people, witnessed inspiring achievements,
and supported work that will continue long after we close. While this list

1995
ONE/NW
Launched in partnership with the Bullitt
Foundation, Online Networking for the
Environment/Northwest (later known
as Groundwire) helped hundreds of
organizations in our region learn how to
use technology more effectively. Its services
included hands-on training, technical
assistance, coaching, and strategy support.

of milestones is by no means complete, it is a snapshot of some of the

Original ONE/NW staff members.

accomplishments that made us proud.*

2

1997

3

Defending the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge
With renewed threats of oil and gas drilling
and development in this national treasure,
the foundation helped rally fellow grantmakers to its defense and
supported a robust public
awareness campaign. This
led to an unprecedented
level of collaboration
among foundations
and grantees that will
continue beyond our
close.

6
7
18

4

Investing in conservation biology
and capacity building
We tapped scientists to deepen
our understanding of conservation
biology and shared new tools with
other foundations that led to a more
strategic set of shared priorities.
At the same time, we expanded
investments in capacity-building tools,
helping groups communicate more
effectively, improve their fundraising,
and better understand the changing
economics of the region.

1999
The Right to a Clean and Healthful Environment
The Montana Supreme Court reaffirmed
unanimously that Montana’s constitutional right to
a clean and healthful environment is a fundamental
right that is intended to be both anticipatory and
preventative in nature.
First of nine Challenge Grants awarded
Demonstrating a core belief in the power of
unrestricted, multi-year funding, we awarded a series
of large multi-year grants designed to bolster the
capacity of key organizations in our region.

8

1998
Montana voters ban open pit,
cyanide-leach gold mining
Strategic public education
efforts led to a new Montana
law outlawing open-pit, cyanideleach mining. Subsequent
attempts to amend or repeal it
were unsuccessful.

5

Communications expertise
heads out west
We provided seed funding when
a respected natural resources
communications team proposed
opening an office on the west coast.
The team that became Resource
Media grew deep roots in the
community and has become a
trusted and invaluable advisor to
groups throughout the Northwest.

2000
Cascade-Siskiyou National
Monument
The designation of the CascadeSiskiyou National Monument created
the first and only national monument
established specifically to protect
biological diversity. The monument,
which has since more than doubled in
size to nearly 115,000 acres, is home to
more than 3,500 species of plants and
animals, many endemic and rare.
* Our grantmaking was given only for tax-exempt
purposes; our grantees did not use any portion of our
funding to participate in any electoral campaign or for
any noncharitable purpose.
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The Roadless Rule
Following years of policy
discussions and advocacy, the
Roadless Areas Protection
Rule safeguarded 50
million acres of unroaded
federal land from
development; these
areas represented
some of the best
remaining wildlife and
fisheries habitat in the
United States.
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Defeating “taking” initiatives
After a half-decade of ballot
measure efforts in several western
states that aimed to define
environmental protections as illegal
government regulatory takings,
conservation leaders in Idaho ran
a highly successful statewide “No
Vote” campaign, prevailing by an
astounding 76 percent. This was
the highest margin of defeat for any
taking measure in the country.
20
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2001

11

Protection of the Boise foothills
By a nearly 60 percent margin,
voters in Boise approved a $10
million levy to protect open space
and conserve natural resources.
A broadly supported bi-partisan
campaign, this partnership between
nonprofits, elected representatives,
and citizens established a model for
Boise’s future.

2003
A good defense is the best offense
in challenging times
In spite of a pro-resource extraction
federal administration, grantees held
the line on mining in Bristol Bay and the
Taku River Watershed and logging in
the Tongass National Forest. And they
successfully fought to keep the Northwest
Forest Plan intact, block the boundary
reduction of the Cascade-Siskiyou
National Monument, and protect the
Arctic from drilling.

2007
Major state policy wins
in Washington and Oregon
Environmental coalitions working on shared
priorities achieved all of their policy priorities.
In Washington, this included the Clean Air–
Clean Fuels, Save Our Sound, and Eliminating
Toxic Flame Retardants priorities.
In Oregon, coalition wins included
renewable fuels, clean and
renewable energy targets,
and a statewide electronics
recycling program.
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2002
Priorities for a Healthy Washington
Organizations in Washington state
agreed to coordinate their
advocacy by working toward
a small set of shared policy
priorities. Now known
as the Environmental
Priorities Coalition, their
model of collaboration
was so effective it was
adopted by other groups
in our region and across
the country.

2005
The No Dirty Gold campaign
Advocates for mining reform persuaded
Tiffany & Company to play a leadership
role in a campaign to educate consumers
about the harmful impacts of gold mining,
and the need for industry-wide reforms.
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2008
Wild Sky Wilderness
The first new area to gain National
Wilderness protections in more
than twenty years in Washington
State was signed into law.
Stopping Mercury Pollution
In Idaho, conservation advocates
successfully identified the Nation’s
largest source of mercury
pollution: gold processing facilities
in Nevada. This led to stricter rules
in Nevada, Idaho and, ultimately,
the entire country.

2006
The Great Bear Rainforest
After a decade-long struggle, the
British Columbia government and
First Nations announced conservation
agreements for the Great
Bear Rainforest. A full 33
percent of the area’s 15.5
million acres was set
aside in protected areas
(increased to 38 percent
in 2016). The remaining
two-thirds were subject
to stringent logging
regulations.

19

Milltown Dam breached
After a decades-long,
collaborative effort, the Milltown
Dam near Missoula was finally
removed. The old reservoir that
had held a century’s worth of
mine waste is now a restored
floodplain, and the confluence
of the Clark Fork and Blackfoot
rivers is open for fish to migrate
and people to enjoy.
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2009
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The Omnibus Public Land
Management Act
The largest land protection package in 25
years designated more than two million
acres of land as Wilderness and over
1,000 miles of Wild and Scenic Rivers
and advanced conservation in nearly
every state. In the Northwest, it
protected the Owyhee Canyonlands
of Idaho, the Badlands and Spring
Basin areas of Central Oregon, and
the Soda Mountain Wilderness in
southwest Oregon.

Idaho’s Owyhee Canyonlands.
Dave Willis, executive director of the
Soda Mountain Wilderness Council.
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Significant funding commitments
bolster wildlife connectivity
Multi-year foundation investments
paid big dividends when groups
working in the Crown of the Continent
received $50 million of federal funding
for restoration of public forest land,
and groups in the High Divide were
awarded more than $100 million
for private land restoration and
conservation easements.
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$150,000,000
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2011
Transboundary Flathead agreement
between the U.S. and Canada
Major oil companies voluntarily retired
more than 200,000 acres of oil and
gas leases in the U.S. Flathead River
Watershed, taking inspiration from an
agreement of the previous year that
prevented coal mining and oil and gas
development on nearly 400,000 acres in
British Columbia.

Launch of the Conservation
Philanthropy Fellowship
The first nine fellows entered this program
aimed at increasing the quality and extent
of their influence in our region. They
represented the first of eight cohorts
of fellows. The fellowship incorporated
classroom and independent study,
mentorships, field trips, and grantmaking.
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2010
Montana Legacy Project
A coalition of public and private
entities achieved what may be the
largest and most complicated
conservation project in U.S.
history, placing 310,000 acres
of lands previously owned
by Plum Creek Timber
into public ownership and
erasing a fractured pattern
of ownership, thereby
allowing management to
better benefit wildlife, water,
and rural landowners.

Taku River Tlingit Land Use Plan
The Taku River Tlingit First Nation
and British Columbia government
established land protection measures for
the Nation’s ancestral lands in Northwest
B.C., safeguarding more than seven
million acres from commercial logging
and fully protecting over two million
acres as First Nation Conservancies.
Fully implemented, the land use plan
protected more than 26 percent of the
plan area.
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Holding up a mirror to ourselves
as grantmakers
It is difficult for foundations to
get honest, critical feedback from
their grantees, so we hired the
Center for Effective Philanthropy
to conduct an independent
confidential assessment of
how well we were serving our
grantee community. We included
questions about how we could
help our grantees as we prepared
to spend out our endowment.

2012
Roadless Rule revisited
The U.S. Supreme Court denied
Wyoming’s request for review of the
Roadless Rule, which protected 46
million acres of pristine national forest
lands. This put to rest the more than
ten-year campaign to defend this
landmark conservation achievement.

2013
Canada’s federal Species at Risk Act
A landmark legal victory led to a stronger
interpretation of Canada’s federal Species
at Risk Act and produced what may be the
strongest precedent ever won in the practice
of environmental public interest law in
Canada. Following this victory,
every species at risk case that
was fought ensured that
the Act was interpreted as
strongly as possible.
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2014
A banner year for land protection wins
With the North Fork Protection Act, Montana
saw its first new Wilderness in 31 years,
comprising 575,000 acres in the Flathead
River Watershed near Glacier National
Park. In addition, the Rocky Mountain Front
Heritage Act brought increased
protection to 275,000 acres in
Montana, while in Washington
State, the Alpine Lakes
Wilderness was expanded
by 22,000 acres.
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Alaska Engagement
Project launched

32

Oregon moves forward with
clean fuels standard

With significant new multiyear investments from several
foundations, conservation
leaders in Alaska built a
mobilization center and an
integrated campaign hub for
coordinated work toward shared
priorities, including preventing
the proposed Pebble Mine in
Bristol Bay, the Chuitna Coal
Mine, and the Susitna Dam.

Gene Sentz began his crusade
to protect the Rocky Mountain
Front in 1977.
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2015
Boulder-White Clouds protected
In Idaho, more than 270,000
acres of the Boulder–White
Cloud Mountains were protected
as Wilderness, demonstrating
the importance of long-term,
unrelenting strategies and broad
community-based coalitions in land
protection campaigns.

The beginning of the end
for Dirty Coal
Two major U.S. coal-based power
producers filed for bankruptcy as
the outdated coal industry faced
increased operating costs, cheaper
competition, and campaigns to
eliminate their carbon-spewing
footprint. In Montana, advocates
won an agreement to retire two out
of four coal-burning power units at
the second-largest coal-fired power
plant west of the Mississippi.
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Oregon leads nation with
Motor Voter law
Oregon’s Automatic Voter
Registration program went into
effect, automatically registering
eligible voters when they renew
or apply for a
driver’s license
or state ID.
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Legislators reauthorized the
state’s precedent-setting Clean
Fuels Program, despite intense
opposition from the oil industry.
Over the life of the program, it
is expected to reduce 8.4 million
metric tons of climate pollution,
the equivalent of removing 1.8
million cars from the road.
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2016
No Su Dam
After advocates brought more
voices to the table, Alaska’s elected
leaders abandoned efforts to put a
mega hydroelectric dam on the wild
Susitna River, the nation’s fourth
longest undammed river and home
to five species of salmon. The dam
would have flooded 40,000
acres of prime recreation
and hunting lands near
Denali National Park.

2017
Chuitna River coal mining
proposal dies
After nearly a decade of dedicated
advocacy by thousands of
Alaskans in support of healthy
fisheries, cultural preservation,
and community sustainability, the
company behind the proposed
Chuitna mine suspended its efforts
to permit the project. What would
have been the largest strip mine in
Alaska jeopardized wild salmon in
exchange for low-grade coal.
25
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2017
Automatic Voter Registration
in Alaska
Alaska took a massive step forward
to ensure that all of its citizens
have access to the
ballot box. Over
65 percent of Alaska
voters supported
enfranchising
all eligible voters when
they approved a measure
to implement automatic
voter registration throughout
the state.

Major Idaho utility pledges clean
energy by 2045
Idaho Power vowed to stop using
coal energy and rely instead on clean
sources by 2045. The utility also agreed
to stop using two coal-fired power
plants by 2025 and
is planning to shut
down its third and
final coal plant
at a yet-to-bedetermined date.

Increased protection
for the Muskwa-Kechika
The Kaska Nation was granted initial federal
funding to further protect nearly 10 million
acres in and around the Muskwa-Kechika
Special Management Area in northern
B.C. The scale of the foundation’s
investment in the Muskwa-Kechika
was significant and spanned more
than two decades.
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2018
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Another domino falls along the
Thin Green Line
Washington’s governor rejected the
Vancouver Energy project, the last
remaining undecided oil terminal
proposed for a Northwest port. In
the course of a decade, coordinated
community opposition defeated
eight proposed oil terminals and
seven proposed coal terminals in
the Pacific Northwest, maintaining
what has become known as The
Thin Green Line.

2019
A year of landmark environmental
legislative successes in Washington
Washington’s governor signed a
suite of bills to combat climate
change, including legislation to rid
Washington’s electric grid of fossilfuel-generated power by 2045,
as well as bills requiring stronger
conservation standards for energy
use in large new buildings, new
efficiency standards for appliances,
a phase-out of “super pollutant”
hydrofluorocarbons, and new measures
to protect orca whales and salmon.
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Largest public lands bill
in a decade
Early in 2019, Congress approved
the John D. Dingell, Jr. Conservation,
Management, and Recreation Act.
This far-reaching conservation
legislation designated more than
1.3 million acres of new wilderness,
protected two national parks from
nearby mining, protected 621
miles of Wild and Scenic Rivers,
expanded eight national parks, and
permanently reauthorized the Land
and Water Conservation Fund.
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Peel Watershed protected
In Canada’s Yukon Territory,
a new land use plan was
approved, protecting the Peel
Watershed, an area more than
six times the size of Yellowstone
National Park. (Our foundation
supported work in the Yukon
for several years and our early
investments helped seed
this effort.)

2020
Qat’muk Indigenous Protected
and Conserved Area
In southeastern British Columbia,
the Ktunaxa Nation received federal
funding to develop the Qat’muk
Indigenous Protected and Conserved
Area in the Purcell Mountains,
which will be more than 2.5 times
the size of New York City. As a
result, development rights for a
long-disputed, proposed ski resort
in the Jumbo Valley were fully and
permanently extinguished.
27

Organizations We Funded
From 1995 through 2020, we invested in more than 500 organizations, far more than we
can list here. We are deeply grateful for the vision, passion, and hard work of each of the
organizations we supported. No one does this work alone, and we thank the boards, staff,
volunteers, and supporters of all of the organizations that made this work possible.

Canada
BRITISH COLUMBIA

BC Spaces for Nature Society
David Suzuki Foundation
Dena Kayeh Institute†
Dogwood Initiative†
Ecojustice Canada Society
Environmental Mining Council
of British Columbia†
Environmental-Aboriginal
Guardianship through Law
and Education

West Coast Environmental Law
Wildsight
YUKON TERRITORY

Porcupine Caribou
Management Board
Yukon Conservation Society
NATIONAL AND REGIONAL

Canadian Centre for Policy
Alternatives
Canadian Parks and Wilderness
Society*

Georgia Strait Alliance

The Pembina Institute

Greenpeace Fund

Rivers Without Borders

Hollyhock Leadership Institute

Stand.Earth (formerly
ForestEthics)

Organizing for Change
Round River Conservation
Studies

United States

Sierra Club of British Columbia
Foundation

ALASKA

Sunshine Coast Conservation
Association
T. Buck Suzuki Environmental
Foundation
Taku Wilderness Association
Tides Canada Foundation

Alaska Engagement
Partnership†

Boulder-White Clouds Council

Centennial Valley Association

Montana Trout Unlimited

Alaska Forum for Environmental
Responsibility

Coeur d’ Alene Tribe
Conservation Voters for Idaho
Education Fund

Center for Large Landscape
Conservation

Montana Wilderness
Association

Center for Science in Public
Participation

Montana Wildlife Federation

Alaska Interfaith Power and Light†
Alaskans for Responsible Mining†

Friends of Scotchman Peaks
Wilderness

Cook Inletkeeper

Citizens for a Better Flathead

Northern Plains Resource
Council

Henry’s Fork Foundation

Clark Fork Coalition

People and Carnivores

Copper River Watershed Project

Idaho Conservation League

Craighead Institute

The Sonoran Institute

Eyak Preservation Council

Idaho Investor Network†

Five Valleys Land Trust

Swan Valley Connections

Gwich’in Steering Committee

Idaho Rivers United

Forward Montana Foundation

Northern Alaska Environmental
Center

Idaho Smart Growth

Friends of the Rocky Mountain
Front†

University of Montana
Environmental Studies†

Progress Alaska†

Idaho Wildlife Federation

Future West

Kootenai Environmental
Alliance

Greater Yellowstone Coalition
Headwaters Economics

Southeast Alaska Conservation
Council

Lemhi Regional Land Trust

Heart of the Rockies Initiative

Susitna River Coalition

Rock Creek Alliance

Indian Law Resource Center

Salmon Valley Stewardship

Institutes for Journalism and
Natural Resources

OREGON

Madison Valley Ranchlands
Group

Audubon Society of Portland

Renewable Energy Alaska Project
Sitka Conservation Society

Tongass Conservation Society
Trustees for Alaska

Alaska Center Education Fund

United Tribes of Bristol Bay

Alaska Community Action on
Toxics

IDAHO

Alaska Conservation Alliance
Alaska Conservation
Foundation

Advocates for the West
Andrus Center for Public Policy
Better Idaho Education Fund†

Idaho Sporting Congress

Winter Wildlands Alliance
MONTANA

A Better Big Sky†
Big Hole Watershed Committee
Bitter Root Land Trust
Blackfoot Challenge
Blackfoot Legacy

Montana Audubon

Western Organization of
Resource Councils Education
Project
Wildlands CPR
Women’s Voices for the Earth
Yaak Valley Forest Council

1000 Friends of Oregon
Bark

Montana Conservation Voters
Education Fund

Center for Diversity and the
Environment

Montana Environmental
Information Center

Central Oregon LandWatch
Coalition of Oregon Land Trusts

Montana Human Rights
Network

Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish
Commission

The Tyee

Cabinet Resources Group

*We funded multiple local, state, provincial, or territorial offices of these organizations. †These organizations were fiscally sponsored.

Photos: Far left: Montana’s Centennial Valley. Center: Alaska Center volunteers getting out the vote.
Right: Jumbo Valley, in B.C.’s Purcell Mountains.
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OREGON continued

Columbia River United
Conservation Biology Institute
Conservation Leaders Network
Crag Law Center
Deschutes Land Trust

Portland State University
Foundation

EarthShare Washington

River Network

Grist Magazine

Siskiyou Regional Education
Project

Sustainable Northwest

Forest Service Employees for
Environmental Ethics

Upper Deschutes Watershed
Council

Friends of the Owyhee†
Gifford Pinchot Task Force

Kettle Range Conservation
Group

Soda Mountain Wilderness
Council

Ecumenical Ministries of
Oregon

Friends of the Columbia Gorge

Futurewise

The Lands Council
Mountains to Sound Greenway
Trust

Umpqua Watersheds

NW Energy Coalition
Okanogan Highlands Alliance
Project Pilgrimage†

Verde

Puget Soundkeeper Alliance

WaterWatch

Save Our Wild Salmon

Kalmiopsis Audubon Society

Western Environmental Law
Center

Klamath Basin Rangeland Trust

Western States Center

KS Wild

Wild Salmon Center

Next Up (formerly Bus Project
Foundation)

World Wildlife Fund, Oregon

Oregon Community Foundation

WASHINGTON

Oregon Desert Land Trust

Center for Environmental Law
and Policy

Oregon Environmental Council
Oregon League of Conservation
Voters Education Fund
Oregon Natural Desert
Association
Oregon Wild
Pacific Rivers Council

Seattle Foundation
Seattle University
Sightline Institute
Social Venture Partners
Toxic-Free Future

Center for Ethical Leadership
Columbia Institute for Water
Policy
Columbia River Pastoral Letter
Project†
Conservation Northwest
Earth Ministry

Trust for Public Land West
Division
University of Washington
Foundation, Evans School
of Public Affairs
University of Washington,
Institute for Public Policy
and Management
University of Washington,
Northwest Center for Livable
Communities

Washington Bus Education
Fund

Environmental Grantmakers
Association

The Nature Conservancy*

Washington Conservation
Voters Education Fund

Environmental Integrity Project

Partnership Project

Washington Environmental
Council

Environmental Protection
Network

Washington Progress Fund

Georgetown Environmental
Law and Policy Institute

Washington Trails Association

Grassroots Fundraising

Win/Win Network

Great Old Broads for
Wilderness

NATIONAL AND REGIONAL

Green Corps

Alaska Wilderness League

Groundwire

Alliance for Justice

Indigenous Environmental
Network

American Lands Alliance
American Rivers*
Backcountry Hunters and
Anglers
Biodiversity Funders Group
Campaign for America’s
Wilderness†
Center for American Progress
Center for Effective
Philanthropy
Climate Solutions*
The Conservation Alliance
Earthjustice
Earthworks
Endangered Species Coalition

InvestigateWest
Institute for a Sustainable
Environment†
League of Conservation Voters
Education Fund
LightHawk
National Audubon Society*
National Caucus of
Environmental Legislators
National Environmental Trust

New Media Mentors†
Resource Media
Rockwood Leadership Program
Rocky Mountain Energy
Campaign†
Seventh Generation Fund
Sierra Club Foundation
SkyTruth
Society of Environmental
Journalists
State Environmental Leadership
Program
Taxpayers for Common Sense
Theodore Roosevelt
Conservation Partnership*
Trout Unlimited*
Trust for Public Land*
Training Resources for the
Environmental Community
Western Mining Action Project†
The Wilderness Society*

National Parks Conservation
Association*

Yellowstone to Yukon
Conservation Initiative

National Public Radio

Photos: Left: A public lands rally in Idaho,
2017. Center: The Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge. Right: The March for Science in
Philadelphia, 2017.

National Wildlife Federation*
Natural Resources Defense
Council
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